
Angie Craig at Cannon Valley Indivisible meeting June 5th.  Janalee Cooper comments: 
 
 
Ms. Craig  covered these topics: 

● Health care-she supports universal health care-majority of her  comments were directed to the 
heath care issue 

● Growth in the economy, no specifics 
● Climate change-heavy support that we do not pass this problem down to the  next generation 
● Clean energy-no specifics 
● Roads and bridges-no specifics 
● Social justice themes-$15 dollar an hour minimum wage-"living wage" 

She answered these questions; I would mention that the questions asked by the members of the 
audience, ( DFL) were penetrating and articulate and showed the concern that the DFL base has about 
the Parties' leadership.  

● What does she think about the disconnect between the Democratic leadership and the American 
people? 

● What does she think about the GOP health care proposal? 
● What does she think the base needs to do to keep the "resistance" going? 
● What is her position on climate change? 

Ms. Craig  criticized Rep Jason Lewis a number of areas:  
● He is not an "independent voice" for MN 
● He supports the ACHA 
● He is "not listening" to the people in the district 
● He has reneged from his past position from his radio show days on cutting defense spending, now 

as Congressman, voting for it. 
Janalee Comments to Criticism about Rep Lewis 
 

● Rep Lewis's vote record shatters the rhetoric that he is not an independent voice for MN- he has 
authored and supported multiple pieces of legislation from S.496 the Metropolitan Planning 
Commission bill, to HR 1809, Juvenile  Justice Reform Act of 2017,( which passed unanimously and 
is now signed into law) to HR2040, the Defense Spending Accountability Act which docks the pay of 
top Pentagon finance officials if they are not auditable  by Sept.  

● Health care is in a serious crisis here in MN, with the emergency bailout of $310 million from the MN 
Legislature. The ACHA isn't perfect, but it is a good first step, with add'l legislation to follow.  

● Rep Lewis upholds a full schedule of meeting with constituents, both in MN and Washington DC, 
despite the grueling number of votes taken in the legislative session. He is very pleased to be able 
to engage in sharing of ideas with constiuents and represent them more effectively. 

● The answer included in the first point of this section. 
Janalee Overall Comments on the CVI Meeting 
 

●  I would mention that the questions asked by the members of the audience, ( DFL) were penetrating 
and articulate and showed the concern that the DFL base has about the Parties' leadership.  

●  
● The DFL base in the area is quite concerned about the tone deafness of the Democrat 

leadership-supported with many comments about the complete lack of connection between rural 
and metro areas by the Democrats. 

● The Democrats are deeply conflicted-thier policies are being rejected by voters, but they don't want 
to abandon their progressive idealism. 

Ms. Craig's Remarks Worth Noting 



● Angie said she would support policies of the GOP, and vote for them if  they are proven to be best 
for the district and MN! I think this is a bit of a stretch for the very progressive Ms Craig!  

 
 


